
Overview:
Playing shoudo with four players fundamentally plays the same as the two-player game, 
only with more enemies to defeat and the possibility of alliances coming into play. Each 
player plays as normal, and the clan powers function just like they do in the two-player 
game. However, to facilitate the larger number of players, you will need two copies of 
shoudo to play with, as you will shuffle both decks together to create the game board.

Gameplay Changes:
- The uesugi clan power allows the player to swap a castle with each of their two shrines on the 
board (both the burned and unburned ones)

- The four shrines which start the game burned can be unburned as usual using the Restore shrine 
action. This can allow armies to go above their starting strength; in this case, use strength tokens 
from the second copy of shoudo to represent this

- On each player's first turn, any attacks that player makes suffer a penalty equal to the initiative 
number of the defending army or castle's clan (for example, if a player were to attack a shimazu 
army or castle on their first turn, they would suffer a -4 penalty on their combat rolls

- Stalemate rules only come into effect once all players have been reduced to a single living army

Setup:
- To create the terrain deck, take two full terrain decks, flip one deck over so that all 
the cards are on the burned side, and shuffle them together to create a single, 80-card 
terrain deck

- Then, deal this deck out into an 8-by-10 grid (twice the size of a normal shoudo 
board) and place each player's armies onto their corresponding unburned castles, as in the 
two-player game

- Castle Swaps occur as normal, and then players take turns in initiative order as normal
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